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Our Vision
Esplanade- Theatres on the Bay is a performing
arts centre for everyone.
We will be internationally recognised for our
creativity and sense of adventure.
We will set exceptional standards of service that
will position us as a world leader.

Our Mission
To entertain, engage, educate and inspire.

BOARD MEMBERS
M rs Theresa Foo (Chairman)
Mr Benson Puah (Chief Executive Officer)
Mr Patrick Ang
Dr Beh Swan Gin
Mr Peter Chay
Mrs Rosa Daniel
Mr Lee Tzu Yang
Mrs Clara Lim-Tan
Mrs Christine Ong
Mr Ramlee Bin Buang
Ms Saw Phaik Hwa
Mr Andreas Sohmen-Pao
Mrs Mildred Tan-Sim Beng Mei

CEO's Message
Stories, be they fact or fiction, have the ability to enliven one's spirit. Not only do they fuel the
imagination and paint the emotions of our souls, but more importantly, they hold truths to
the human condition and sometimes reveal the complexities of life. Those that withstand the
test of time-classics, as we call them- represent some of the greatest ever written.

Huayi - Chinese Festival rif Arts 2013 returns to the classics with stories that have enthralled
generations and inspired other great works. We bring you modern interpretations of literary
masterpieces of the East and West, told through dance, music and theatre by some of the most
prominent Chinese artists. It is a homage to life, and we hope that perhaps, through the characters
brought to life on stage, you are able to take away something meaningful that may enrich your life.
Over I 0 days, we delve into different classic texts that span genres and eras. In Awakening,
acclaimed Hong Kong director Edward Lam does a contemporary take on Dream rif the Red Chamber.
There is also Li Liuyi who breathes new life into ancient Greek tragedy Antigone; Full Show
Lane Studio's reimagination of cautionary Tang dynasty tale Cooking a Dream; Mathias Woo's
adaptation of Eileen Chang's novel of ill-fated romance Eighteen Springs; and Tang Shu-wing
Theatre Studio's cross-disciplinary interpretation of Chinese classic Thunderstorm. This year's festival
commission features local theatre company Nine Years Theatre as they tackle prejudices in
compelling courtroom drama Twewe Angry Men.
You may also enjoy a range of classical and contemporary music programmes: three
world-renowned vocalists from China take centre stage in an evening of Chinese
classical art songs and western arias; a poignant evening of Chinese classical poems and
music awaits with the Singapore Chinese Orchestra and National Theatre of China;
venture into a world of musical possibility with Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra huqin
principals; and indie singer-songwriters, The Freshman, BearBabes and Deserts Xuan perform
for you in intimate concert settings.
For the 'little ones, The Magic Treetop is an interactive Mandarin theatre production full of songs
and fun. Last but not least, the free programmes and activities lined up this year offer you more
to celebrate. All these culminate in a cultural festival that reflects a season of renewal and kinship.

As we usher in the Lunar New Year, we hope that this year's Huqyi will continue to offer you new
experiences and perspectives that you may find invigorating. We wish you a happy new year.

BensonPuah
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Conceptualisation of Rainbow

~rses

byTsungYeh
The traditional Chinese literati must be well-versed in the four arts: music, chess,
calligraphy and painting. They come together as a skill that a gentleman or scholar must possess.
Poetry has been a combination of writing and music since the songs of Chu, prose of Han dynasty,
poems of Tang dynasty and lyrics of Song dynasty. This was especially so with Song lyrics, which
were said to be written for the accompaniment of musical instruments and singing.
As a lover of traditional Chinese culture, it has long been ~dream of mine to merge
poetry and music in a performance. It came true, and my first foray The Grandeur of
Tang won accolades at Huayi - Chinese Festival of Arts 2004 assisted by the late master
Sun Daolin. The idea was rekindled a few years ago when the National Theatre of China was in
town to perform, which gave me an opportunity to have a chat with its president Zhou Zhiqiang.
With the support of Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay, I set my mind to work with Mr Zhou to
present Rainbow Verses - An Evening qf Poetry and Music.
We have a rich treasure trove of Chinese poetry and orchestral music but it is difficult to select
appropriate, matching poems and music. At a gathering in Beijing not long after, Mr Zhou
suggested using a framework of colours much like the rainbow, which immediately filled me
with ideas. After discussions with experts and scholars, we decided on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red at the forefront, lauding the boundless Chinese spirit of loyalty and courage;
White (one of the main colours of our national flag) to introduce Singapore poetry;
Blue symbolises the spirit of discovery;
Yellow highlights China's majestic history, its people and royalty;
Green unveils the nature and vitality of spring;
Purple expresses love and death;
Orange underscores a hip-hop beat for an amazing ending featuring over
20 famous verses based on the four seasons!

This performance is neither a concert nor a play. Tonight we will create a platform where poetry
and music can converse freely and where you can engage with both art forms to your heart's
content. Let the arts take us beyond our imagination!
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Progranune
Invitation to Wine

Poem: Li Bai (Tang Dynasty)

Recitation by: Wang Nan

Invitation to Wine (selection)

Composer: Zhaoji Ping

Nian Nujiao · Reminiscing at Red Cliff

Lyrics: Su Shi (Song Dynasty)

Recitation by: Han Tongsheng

The Great Wall Capriccio (selection)
Movement 1: Strolling Through the Mountain Pass

Composer: Liu Wenjin

Erhu solo: Zhaojian Hua

Legend of the Merlion

Poem:WuYm

Recitation by: Dong Chang,Jin Ge

lzpirazione II
Movement 2: Rambutan

Composer: Simon Kong Su Leong

I'm a Willful Child

Poem: Gu Cheng

Recitation by: Zhao Xiaosu

Tapestries I -Time Dances (selection)

Composer: Eric Watson

The Book of Poems. Xiaoya. Call of the Deer

Pre Qjn dynasty

R~citation

by: Zhou Ling

Empress Earth (selection)

Composer: TangJian Ping

The Imperial Capital

Poem: Li Shi Min (Tang Dynasty)

Recitation by: Chen Minghao

Grand Reign
Marco Polo & Princess Blue Movement 1 (selection)

Composer: Liu Yuan

Son of Earth

Poem: Li Guang Tian

Recitation by: Chen Qjang

Suite of Loess Plateau
Movement 3: The Ancient Plateau has no Words
Movement 7: Epilogue - T he Drumbeats for the Loess Plateau

Composer: Zhao Ji Ping

20min intermission
Spring Blossoms on a Moonlit Night by the Riverbank

Poem: Zhang Ruo Xu (Tang Dynasty)

Recitation by: Fan Zhibo

Spring Blossoms on a Moonlit Night by the Riverbank (selection) Ancient tune, Arranged by Qju Da Cheng
Pipa, Gudzeng solo: Yujia, Xu Hui

Farewell Cambridge

Poem: Xu Zhi Mo

Recitation by: Tao Hong

Midsummer Common

Arrangement of Vaughan Williams
music by Eric Watson

Song of Everlasting Sorrow

Poem: Baiju Yi (Tang Dynasty)

Recitation by: Wang Weiguo, Li Yunjie

Song of Everlasting Sorrow (selection)
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Composer: Yang Chun Lin

{! ~

Huqin solo: Zhou Ruo Yu, Wu Ke Fei

l.o
Spring • Summer • Autumn • Winter
Rap & Recitation by: MCJ-Fever, Dong Chang,Jin Ge, Zhao Xiaosu,
Chen Minghao, Chen Qjang, Fan Zhibo, Han Tongsheng, Li Yunjie,
Tao Hong, Wang Nan, Wang Weiguo & Zhou Ling

Tongue-twisting Classical .Chiriese Pet;fry
(a selection)
Composer: Law Wai Lui},"
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Programme correct at time of printing.
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Programme Notes
RED
Poem: Invitation to Wine
Invitation to Wine was originally a military tune performed on xiao in the Official Conservatory of
the Han dynasty. The title can also be translated as "a song for toasting". The poet Li Bai and his
friend Cen Xun were frequently invited by their friend Yuan Danqiu to his mountain retreat in
Shouyang Mountain, and the trio would climb to the top of the mountain and have a drinking
session. They would use the occasion to vent their frustrations against the injustice in the world
around them.

Music: Invitation to Wine (selection)
This orchestral piece by famed Chinese composer Zhao Jiping will be performed together with the
poem of the same title. Its music speaks of the lofty sentiments of poet Li Bai. Originally written
for a male solo, chorus and orchestra, it was commissioned by Singapore Chinese Orchestra and
premiered on September 17, 20 I 0. Tonight's concert will showcase the work in orchestral format.

Poem: Nian NuJiao · Reminiscing at Red Cliff
The poemNianNu]iao · Reminiscing at Red Cliffwas penned by SuShi (Su Dongpo) during his exile
in Huangzhou. The first half of the poem depicts the majestic beauty of the mighty Yangtze River
while the later half reminisces over the historical battle at Chibi and the heroes involved. The poet
used this event to express his love for his country and lament over being denied the opportunity
to accomplish any great achievement.

Music: The Great Wall Capriccio (selection)
Movement I : Strolling Through the Mountain Pass
The magnificent Great Mtall Capriccio, one of the most representative works of renowned Chinese
composer Liu Wenjin, is considered a landmark piece in the development of erhu.
Its first movement StrollingThrough the Mountain Pass is performed together with the poem
Nian Nu ]iao: Reminiscing at Red Cliff Against a backdrop of ringing bells and crescendo triplets,
the orchestra hits the heights in musical tribute to the Great Wall of China. The erhu solo then
goes into a deep and serene melody, describing the composer's mood as he strolls through the
mountain pass, by turns in awe and contemplation.

WHITE
Poem: Legend of the Merlion
Local poet Wu Yin composed Legend of the Merlion to commemorate the Singapore
icon. In its description of the Merlion, the poem also described it as a symbol of the
Singapore Spirit.

Music: lzpirazione II
Movement 2: Rambutan
This composition introduces three tropical fruits as the thematic material for its three movements,
allowing the audience to experience the different characteristics ascribed to each fruit by the
composer. It won second prize in the 2006 Singapore International Competition for Chinese
Orchestral Composition.

Its second movement Rambutan will be performed together with a poem recitation. This
movement builds from a melody similar to that used in Suzhou pingtan, integrating elements
of Nanyang-style music to depict the harmonious and inclusive nature of the ethnic Chinese
in Nanyang. T his movement's rhythm is in a 3-2-3 format, in line with the number of alphabets
in RAM-BU-TAN.

BLUE
Poem: I'm a Willful Child
I'm a Wil!fol Child demonstrates the poet Gu Cheng's young heart. He always seeks to constructs
an ideal fairy tale-like world in his poetry; yet there is still very often a tinge of adult melancholy
hidden in them.

Music: Tapestries I- Time Dances (selection)
Singapore-based British composer Eric Watson composed this musical piece, which will be
played together with the poem I'm a Wil!fol Child. This piece won first prize at the 2006 Singapore
International Competition for Chinese Orchestral Composition. It drew inspiration from an
eclectic mix that included Southeast Asia's gamelan music, Indian classical music and western
orchestral music. Described as a Chinese orchestral piece that is "free of indigenous and Nanyang
styles", it leaves deep impressions with its tonal colours and diverse expressions.

YELLOW
Poem: The Book of Poems. Xiaoya . Call of the Deer
The Book of Poems. Xia oya. Call of the Deer was a song the ancients sang at banqu ets to
welcome guests. The poem encompassed various ceremonies of a feast during the time of the
Zhou Dynasty-including the relationship between the host and his guests, as well as the food
and m~ic. The joyous poem leads the reader on an aural fantasy, graduating from the call of a
deer to the melodious sounds of drumming, strumming and humming of musical instruments.

Music: Empress Earth (selection)
This orchestral work by Chinese composer Tang Jianping is performed together with
the poem, The Book qf Poems. Xiaoya. Call qf the Deer. It speaks of the intimate relationship between
nature and man, which sees Hou Tu (Empress Earth) nurturing human lives and hopes. This
piece was commissioned by the Asia Chinese Orchestra in 1997.

Poem: The Imperial Capital
The Imperial Capital was written by the Tang Emperor, Li Shimin. This collection of poems describes
the spectacular mountains and rivers of the empire, and the breathtaking grandeur of the Imperial
Capital and its palaces.

Music: Grand Reign: Marco Polo & Princess Blue
Movement l (selection)
Performed together with the poem, The Imperial Capital, is the first movement of the Symphonic
Epic Marco Polo & Princess Blue. Composed by China's Liu Yuan, the music depicts the Golden Age
of a rich and powerful empire through a solemn and magnificent worship ceremony

5

Poem: Son of Earth
In the Son of Earth, poet Li Guangtian used poetry to express his reverence and love
for nature.

Music: Suite of Loess Plateau
Movement 3: The Ancient Plateau has no Words
Movement 7: Epilogue - The Drumbeats for the Loess Plateau
The music in this piece is a rearrangement of Zhao Jiping's early film composition, Yellow Earth.
Performed with a poem recitation, both its third and seventh movements depict the villagers'
diligence and joyous celebration after a bumper harvest.

INTERMISSION

.
GREEN
Poem: Spring Blossoms on a Moonlit Night by the Riverbank
In this poem, Zhang Ruoxu used five elements--spring, river, flowers, moon, night-to represent
the most moving moments and scenes of life, thereby creating a realm of fantasy and artistry that
invites the reader to delve deeper. The poem lays out respectively the scene, the emotion, and the
conclusion: the first part describes the beauty of the Spring River, the second elaborates on the
emotions evoked by the scene of the river under the moon, and the third part concludes with the
sense of loss and reluctance with the parting of loved ones.

Music: Spring Blossoms on a Moonlit Night by the Riverbank (selection)
Also known as Xiao and Drum at Sunset, this lyrical piece will be performed with the recitation of the
poem of the same title. It is an ethereal composition that projects the vision of a captivating moonlit
night complete with shimmering lakes, and in the process transports the audience to a world of serenity and
tranquillity. By tweaking parts of the original work, the composer has turned it into a pipa and
gu;dteng duet, drawing the best from each instrument and adding to the poetic splendour.

Poem: Farewell Cambridge
Farewell Cambridge is a well-known modern poem by Xu Zhi Mo whose last trip to
Cambridge, England was made in the autumn of 1928. As the ship steamed across the South China
Sea, he wrote the poem, describing the scenery and memories of Cambridge while expressing
his melancholy at bidding farewell to the place he loved.

Music: Midsummer Common
Midsummer Common recreates a summer day in Cambridge, with the stillness of early dawn at
the common and a gentle mist rolling off the river Cam. This is followed by the arrival of the
Midsummer fair, bringing with it dancing and merry-making that last through the day until a
weary but happy crowd departs, leaving the common and the river still again. Two East Anglian
folk songs can be heard, Lavery Joan and Bushes and Briars.

PURPLE
Poem: Song of Everlasting Sorrow
Baijuyi's Song qf Everlasting Sorrow is an epic narrative poem. It was composed when he visited
Xianyou Temple with his friends Chen Hong and Wang Zhifu and is about the tragic love
story between Emperor Tang Xuan Zong and his concubine Yang Gui Fei.

Music: Song of Everlasting Sorrow (selection)
Performing together with the narrator is this double huqin concerto of the same title. The composer
uses a "music in a poem" technique in the form of a sonata, combined with a lyrical and narrative
manner to portray the tragic love between Emperor Tang Xuan Zong and imperial concubine
Yang Gui Fei during the An-Shi Rebellion.

ORANGE
Poem: Spring • Summer • Autumn • Winter
For Spring • Summer • Autumn • Winter, we strung together more than 20 of the most well known
poems and grouped them according to the seasons - spring, summer, autumn, winter. In order
to jazz' up the programme, the poems selected are in patterns of either five or seven characters,
j uxtaposing classical with vernacular languages and recited to the accompaniment of strong
rhythm. The whole medley flows along searnlessly, with the full cast performing on stage, and
ends with a big surprise!

Music: Spring • Summer • Autumn • Winter
T his commission work is composed by Law Wai Lun.
The work is composed with elements of Chinese opera, symphonic and pop music, performed
with the narrator for an innovative collaboration. In line with the lyrics of the four seasons and
the interludes of orchestral music, the composers have cleverly employed the binary form used in
vocal mtsic to create a coherent piece. This piece has borrowed from ancient tunes and the tonal
colours of Beijing opera to evoke the artistic mood of ancient poems for dramatic effect in both
the introduction and finale of this medley of poems.
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lhr 40mins, including 20min intermission
Co-produced by Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay and Singapore Chinese Orchestra
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TsungYeh
Music Director/Creative Producer

Maestro Tsung Yeh joined the Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) as Music Director in
January 2002. Under him, SCO has successfully expanded its repertoire with innovative works
such as Marco Polo and Princess Blue - A Symphonic Epic, Instant is a Millennium - A Musical
Conversation with Tan Swie Hian, The Grandeur qf Tang, Thunderstorm, Admiral qf the Seven Seas and
Awaking. In Awaking, he melded Shakespeare and Tang Xianzu's plays into one, adding a new
dimension to Chinese orchestral music. His perseverance and diligence have brought SCO's
performance to new heights, both musically and technically.
Tsung Yeh is also Music Director of the South Bend Symphony Orchestra in the United States.
He is Principal Conductor of the Hua Xia Ensemble in Beijing and is one of the founders of the
Shanghai New Ensemble. He was also former Music Director of the Northwest Indiana
Symphony Orchestra and Hong Kong Sinfonietta, and the Exxon/ Arts Endowment
Conductor of the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra. In addition, he served as Resident
Conductor of the Florida Orchestra and was Principle Guest Conductor of the Albany
Symphony Orchestra, New York.
His other previous engagements include Chicago, Minnesota, San Francisco, Tucson and
New Haven Symphonies, Radio France, Calgary and Rochester Philharmonic, and
orchestras from Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Taipei, Taichung, Japan, France, Poland, Russia and
Czech Republic.
With his growing reputation as a teacher of conducting, Tsung Yeh is currently Guest
Professor at both the China and Shanghai Conservatories of Music. He has been one of
the Artistic Directors of the Symphonic Workshop Ltd in the Czech Republic since 1992,
and has also taught at the Conductors Guild Workshops in Chicago and Indianapolis.
He has also made various recordings under the HUGO, Delos and Naxos labels.

TianQinxin
Director

A director of National Theatre of China and deputy director of Institute of Film, Television and
Theatre, Peking University, Tian Qjmcin is known for her unique incorporation of contemporary
concepts into Chinese classics.
She has won numerous awards including the Wenhua award and the Cao Yu Literature
award. Her works include theatrical productions of The Field qf Lift and Death, ,Zhao's Orphan,
Red Rose and White Rose (adaptation from novel and contemporary editions), Four Generations
Under Qne Roof and Everyone is Sick; Peking opera Prime Minister Liu Luoguo; Kun opera
Peach Blossom Fan 1699; music drama Mr Charming; musical The Song qf Movie (20 I 0 edition) and
White Head Monkey; and television drama series Lift and Death Bridge.
In addition to her theatrical works, she also published three books in 2003 and 2009:
I Put On a Show, Because I Am Sad, Tian Qjnxin's Theatre and Tian Qjnxin - The Rehearsal qf Four
Generatiom Under One Roqf
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Singapore Chinese Orchestra
Inaugurated in 1997, the 80-strong Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) has the patronage of
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong and finds its home at the Singapore Conference Hall. It is also
Singapore's only professional Chinese orchestra as well as a flagship local arts group.
Since its inception, SCO has impressed a broadening audience base with its blockbuster
presentations and is fast establishing itself among its counterparts in the world. In 2002, it staged a
symphonic fantasy epic Marco Polo and Princess Blue as part of the opening festival of Esplanade
- Theatres on the Bay. The following year, SCO was part of the Singapore Arts Festival
and continued the successful collaboration in 2005, 2006 and 2008. In 2004, the Orchestra
celebrated Singapore's National Day with a spectacular concert and did so again in 2007.
In August 2009, SCO made history by becoming the first Chinese Orchestra to perform
in the opening week of the Edinburgh Festival. Known for its high performance standards,
the SCO has been invited to perform at prestigious events such as the World Economic Forum and
International Summit of Arts Council in 2003, and the 2006 International Monetary Fund
Annual Meeting.
The Orchestra also toured Beijing, Shanghai and Xiamen in 1998 and Taiwan in 2000. In 2005,
it performed at Budapest Spring Festival, the Singapore Season in London and Gateshead.
In October 2007, SCO performed at the Beijing Music Festival, as well as in Shanghai as part
of the Singapore Season in the China Shanghai International Arts Festival. It was also invited
to perform at the Macau International Music Festival, as well as at major concert halls in
Guangzhou, Zhongshan and Shenzhen. Such stints enabled the SCO to showcase its talents,
propelling it to the forefront of the international music arena.
In line with its vision to be a world-renowned people's orchestra, SCO reaches out to the masses
through its outdoor concerts at national parks, schools and heartlands. SCO also commissions
its own compositions and in 2006, organised its first Chinese orchestral music composition
competition that featured contestants incorporating the unique Nanyang musical elements from
Southeast Asia. In 2012, SCO organised Singapore's first 23-day National Chinese Orchestra
Marathon, with participation of 31 local Chinese orchestras in 44 performances. It is with this
vision that SCO continues to inspire, influence, educate and communicate through its music.

National Theatre of China
In 2001, the China Youth Art Theatre and the Central Experimental Theatre merged to become
the National Theatre of China (NTC). Affiliated to the Ministry of Culture, NTC is a
performing arts organisation with rich creative resources and a glorious history and heritage.
The pioneer artists of the theatre, including Ouyang Yuqian, Liao Chengzhi, Wu Xue,Jin Shan
and Sun Weishi set a solid foundation for NTC's development. Zhou Zhiqiang is the current
president of NTC and he is assisted by vice presidents, Wang Xiaoying, Zha Mingzhe, and
Shi Lifen.
Today's NTC houses three modern theatres - the grand theatre, a small theatre and the
Vanguard Theatre - each tailored for performances of varying genre and scale. NTC also
has an elite pool of theatre artists and arts administrators under its wing, which has won for the
Theatre numerous national level awards .

.

Committed to the development of dramatic arts, NTC provides a platform for theatre artists to
showcase their talents. It endeavours to be the national top-ranking and world renowned performance
organisation by producing more vibrant works, having a clear aesthetic pursuit, a scientific
management of the organisation and continuing with the spirit of the pioneer artists in the constant
creation of high quality productions.
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Creative Team
Luo Lan

I

Executive Director

A graduate of China Conservatory of Music, Department
of Composition, Luo Lan is the stage manager of the
National Theatre of China. She did her post-graduate
studies at the Shanghai Theatre Academy, Department of
Directing. Over the years, she has produced numerous
productions such as Red Rose and White Rose (20 10
contemporary edition), Four Generations under one Roof
(where she was the music director as well as deputy director),
opera Bet Your Life, musical The Adventure of San Mao,
dance drama Made in China - Peony Pavillion, Sweden Efva Lilja Dance Theatre's Arctic
White Light, Israel Emanuel Gat Dance Theatre's Sun Chasing and Israel Kjbbutz Dance Theatre's
The Rite of Spring.

.

To:nun.y Wong
Media Design

I

Set, Lighting and

Tommy Wong obtained his Master of Fine Arts degree
with a major in Lighting Design at Purchase College,
State University of New York. He is the founding chairman
of Hong Kong Association of Theatre Technicians and
Scenographers, and a founding committee member of the
Technical Theatre Association of Singapore. For the past
20 years, he has been the technical director, production
manager and lighting and set designer of numerous musicals,
music theatre, dance and drama productions staged in the USA, Europe and Asia. H e has also
been a co-facilitator of Foundation Courses in Technical Theatre at Esplanade since 1999.
His works include lighting design for the APEC evening concert in Esplanade, Tan Dun's opera
Tea in Beijing, National Centre of Performing Arts musical Song of the Light and Shadow
produced by CCTY, The Palace rf Eternal 'Youth by Jiangsu Kun Opera Troupe that p remiered in
Taipei and subsequently in Beijing, Snow. Wolf. Lake by Jacky Cheung, and Reminiscing the
Moon by Singapore Dance Theatre at Esplanade's opening festival in 2002. He received the
Wenhua Award for Best Set Design for Shen:(hen Story by Shenzhen Song and Dance Troupe,
and Best Lighting Design for Yellow Earth, Yellow River and Desperatef:y Seeking Miss Blossom by
Hong Kong Dance Company.
He is also the lighting and stage designer for numerous Singapore Chinese Orchestra productions
including Marco Polo and Princess Blue, The Grandeur of Tang Dynasty, and SCO Goes Pop.' at
Esplanade's Huayi Festival.

Low Wee Cheng I Media and Lighting
Progranuning I Assistant Lighting Design
Prior to 2007 , Wee Cheng was Esplanade ~ Theatres
on the Bay's full-time lighting technician . He has since
beco m e a freelance console trainer and lightin g
programmer I designer for theatrical produ ction s,
events and concerts.
He has programmed for Robert Wilson 's work
Ila Galigo and In the Evening at Koi Pond, which was held
at Aichi World Expo 2005. Other credits include National Day Parade 2005 and 2009, and
Voyage De La Vie by The Generating Company. He has also been responsibl e for
programmi n g the mu ltimedia of several shows, notably Dreams of the Red Chamb er
concert and Melodies rf Classic Virtues: San Zi ]ing and Di Zi Cui by Singapore Chinese Orchestra,
20 l O's Fried Rice Paradise by Singapore Repertory Theatre and Hoklwido by Disco Danny.
From co-designing lights for Singapore Fireworks Festival2007 and APEC 2009, Wee Cheng has
taken up main designing roles for music events like Mosaic 2008's Earth Wind and Fire Experience
and Baybeats 2009, as well as local plays such as Teechers by Centrestage and The Shagaround
by Buds T h eat re. H e has also ventured into multimedia design , which includes
Baybeats 2008 and Toy Factory's The Crab Flower Club in 2009.

Genevieve Peck

I

Media Design

Genevieve graduated from University of London 's
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama with
a major in lighting and projection design. She has been
involved in productions such as Rites & Regulations,
Guys and Dolls, Chestnuts: Avenue Quantum, Swifter Higher
Stronger, Rainbow Palace rf the Sea, As I Lay Dying, Joy Luck
Club, and Love Songs fir No-One, some of which have been
presented in Singapore and the UK.
Apart from her strong portfolio in projection and lighting design, she has also ventured into
collaborations with a rtists outside of the theatre industry to create installations such as
Apophenia and Tenses, both of which were produced under the Platform 65 Collective.
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National Theatre of China's Performers
Chen Minghao
Chen is a graduate of the Central Academy of Drama,
School of Performance and among the first batch
of graduates with a Master of Arts from the Peking
University. His performing credits across theatre, film
and television include amongst others, Two Dogs,
Four Generations Under One Rooj Maze, Amber, Butterfly
Lovers, Hamlet (theatre), There is No End between Us,
Where's my Home (fi lm ), Two Generations, Magic Mobile
Phone and Student Abroad. His performance in Two Dogs
also won him Best Character in the Shanghai Fashion
Oscar Award.

..

Chen Qiang
Chen is a National first grade actor. A winner of the China
Cultural Ministry's Outstanding Actor Award, his large body
of works covers theatre productions, films and television
series. Some titles include, The Storm, Under the Roof of
Shanghai, The Merchant of Venice, The First Deadly Sin,
Guan Hanging, Four Generations Under One Roif, Richard III,
Innocent Killer, Mei Lanfang, The Gate of the Grand House 2,
Metropolis, Sima Qian, Contemporary Prosecutor, A{y Fair Princess,
Diferred Judgment, Let Love be the King, Restricted ,Zone, Celadon
and The Mine.

FanZhibo
Fan graduated from the School of Performance at the
Shanghai Theatre Academy. She won the Best Performing
Arts Actress award at the 21st China Television Golden
Eagle Award, the Outstanding Actress award at the 13th
Chinese Movie Huabiao Award and the Golden Phoenix
Award at the 13th Chinese Movie Performing Arts
Association Award. She has starred in works such as
Three Cents Opera, Twelve Night (theatre), Lu Xun, Weddings
at the Yellow River, Beginning qf the Great Reviva4 Policewomen (films),
The Beautiful Fields qf China, Women Prison, Courtroom Drama
and A{y Country, A{y Land (television).

Han Tongsheng
Han is a National first grade actor. He has played many
leading roles in film, television and theatre. These
include, theatre productions like Gospel, The True
Story of Ah Q, Cra;:y New Year Car, Life and Death and
Zhao's Orphan. His film credits include Cell Phone,
The Holiday qf Madong, Crazy Dinner Parry, television series,
The Story at the Editorial Department, The Contemporary
Temptation, Lady General qf Yang, The Female Consort (revised),
The Gate qf the Grand House 2, The Number One in the T#!rld,
I and Afy Young Sister-in-Law, Naked Wedding, I Want to be Air Stewardess, etc. He is also a popular
voice talent who has dubbed in movies such as Casino Royale, Star Mizrs Prequel2 & 3, The Mask qf Zorro,
The !JJrd qf the Rings: The Return qf the King and Fast & Furious 4.

Li Yunjie
Li's performance across theatre, film and television series
include The True Story qf Ah Q, Faust, The Qyiet Dawn over
here, Eighteen Springs (theatre), King qf Gamblers, Killer behind
the Curtains and In the Name of Wije. She is also winner of
the Wenhua Grand prize for Asia Pacific region and
clinched the Outstanding Actress Award and Outstanding
Young Actress Award given by the China Ministry of Culture.

.
Tao Hong
Tao is a graduate of the Central Academy of Drama, School
of Performance. Her performances span across theatre,
film and television, including amongst others, A Street of
Cuss, The Architect, Four Generations Under One Roof
(theatre), The Place where the Dream Begins, The Making
qf Stars, The T#!man Behind the Lady, Stories qf the Tax Bureau,
Hundred Years Old House, Black Eyes, The Divorce, Promised Not
to Spli~ The Red Violin, and The Secret. Some awards she holds
include Best Actress of the 4th China Film Huabiao Awatd,
the 18th China Golden Rooster Award, and the Best Supporting Actress at the 23rd People's
Movie Hundred Flowers Award.
'
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Wang Nan
Wang is a veteran performing artist and a winner of the
4th Golden Lion award for Theatre. His experiences
span across theatre productions, film and television series.
Productions he has been involved in include amongst
others, Song of Youth, The Storm on the 1st of August in
Nan Chang, Xi'an Incident, The Savage Land, The Merchant
of Titmice, A Ciry of Blindness, Chopin, Richard III, Stories of
Chairman Mao, The Stories of Zhou Xuan, The Law Firm,
The Advertiser, Oh! Mama and The Undercover.

WangWeiguo
Wang is both a National first grade actor and an alumnus
of the Central Academy of Drama, School of Performance.
During his long acting cl reer, he has won the 18th
Plum Blossom award and the 15th Shanghai Magnolia
International Performing Arts Award. Theatre productions
he has been involved in include Imperial Envoy, Thunderstorm,
The Wedding, and Chopin. He has also starred in movies
and television series, such as Timeless Love, Genghis Khan,
Zhou Enlai, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms, The Book and
the Sword, Palace Ejang on Fire, Water Margin, Legend of the Condor Hero, Special Mission and
Heavenly Sword Dragon Saber, etc.

ZhouLing
A National first grade actress, Zhou is also a member
of the China National Dramatists Association. She has
performed in major theatrical works such as Roman::;a
for Two, The Wedding, Imperial Envoy, Martin Luther King,
Madame Curie, A-Dou, etc. She is a winner of the 2nd
Plum Blossom Award and the Performer prize at the
China Small Theatre Exhibition and International
Seminar. Other laurels include the awards at the 3rd
Chinese Drama Revitalisation Award, the 6th Golden Lion
awards, as well as the Performer prize at the 50th anniversary celebration of organisations and
troupes under China Ministry of Culture.

1C

Performers
MCJ-Fever
MCJ-Fever, dubbed "the No. 1 Freestyle Rapper" in China,
is adept at singing, acting and composing. A versatile
performer, he is one of the hosts of the Anhui TV
Station Talk Show Qyiet Distance. He also hosts other TV
programmes like Extraordinary Stars, Live Music and All Stars
Examination Room. His jazz influenced rap album Organic
has been well-received by others in the industry, including
Taiwan's leading rapper, MC Hot Dog. MC ]-Fever has
also released several EPs. Among them, are This Idea is Love
which was released with an original animation MV, and The House which gives voice
to the heartfelt wishes of youth. He also wrote a song titled Rivalry , to promote
street soccer in China. MCJ-Fever has also collaborated with Sports Magazine of the United States
to come up with an album about extreme sports such as skateboarding, rock-climbing and sur£ng.
In September 20 11 , he also wrote and performed in a multimedia musical, titled f'Vhale. The story
about youth, dreams and solitude was one of the most popular and critically acclaimed performances
at the Beijing International Youth Theatre Festival. Other major music festivals and cultural
performances that he has been featured in include amongst others, Modern Sky Music Festival,
Beijing International Pop Music Festival, and CCTV's large scale variety show, Love qf China.

Dong Chang
Dong is an alumnus of the Central Academy of Drama,
School of Performance. Most recently, he played the
character of "Red Rose" Wang Jierui in Red Rose and
White Rose (contemporary edition). Other productions
include One Man, Two Guvnors, Top Restaurant, The Physicist,
20 minutes with the Angels, Desperate Person, Imperial Envoy,
Thunderstorm and The Savage Land.

JinGe
A graduate of the Central Academy of Drama, School of
Performance's musical class,Jin's most recent performances
include :(/zaiJ's Orphan and Red Rose and f'Vhite Rose (contemporary
edition) where she played the role of Tong Zhenbao. She was
also involved in the musical comedy Choices.

ZhaoXiaosu
A graduate from the Central Academy of Drama, Schpol
of Performance. Zhao was once an actor, assistant diJ;;_t!l(:tor
and executive director of Meng Jinghui Theatre studio.
He has performed in various theatrical productions suoi:Las
Stepping Up & Down, f'Vho Loves Who, Don Giovann~ Amber,
musical The Murder in the Sky Garden and children produ.ctRn
Mount Magic. He was also performance instructor and
director for the television series: Family Story, You are the
Torchbearer and Happy Dictionary.
\,
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Singapore Chinese Orchestra's Soloists
Zhao Jian Hua
Zhao Jian Hua is the Erhu I Principal of SCO and a
member of the Chinese Musicians' Association. Born
in Shanghai, he learnt erhu from his uncle, .educator
Li Liang, whose rigorous training laid the groundwork
for his musical career. In 1978, he was selected for the
prestigious College of the Shanghai Chinese Orchestra
where he studied under the tutelage of renowned erhu
master Min Hui Fen. Zhao has won awards at numerous
high-profile competitions such as the National Chinese
Instrumental Music Competition in Wuhan , and the Shanghai City Young Musician
Association Competition in 1985.

Yujia
Yu Jia studied pipa under Li Guang Hua at the
Central Conservatory of Music's Junior Department.
She joined SCO in 1997 upon graduation and is currently
SCO's Pipa Principal. In her years with the orchestra,
she has performed as a soloist with many wellknown conductors.
Since joining SCO, Yu has taken part in several
collaborative projects and performances; she was
invited by the National Chinese Orchestra in Taipei and its conductor, Chen Teng-Hsiung
to perform in Ink-splashed Immortal. Working with Taiwanese label Poem Culture, she has also
recorded four pipa albums dedicated to solo and concerto music. Over the past few years, she has also
been invited to participate in arts festivals in Denmark, Mexico, Hong Kong and Singapore,
receiving good reviews for her performances.

XuHui
Xu Hui was admitted to the prestigious Shanghai
Conservatory of Music in 1997 where she studied guzheng
under the tutelage of Associate Professor Guo Xue Jun,
and percussion under Associate Professor Yang Ru Wen.
She has won many competitions such as the International
Jiangnan Sizhu Competition, the Shanghai Young Talents
Guzheng Competition and the Huadong Youth Chinese
Music Competition. In addition, she was awarded a silver
medal at the National Cultural Stars Award.
She has staged many performances throughout the world and has also collaborated with many
renowned artists and composers such as Qu Xiao Song, Chen Qj Gang, Wang Xi Lin, Yang
Li Qjng andJia Da Qun. She is currently a guzheng performer and percussionist with SCO.

ZhouRuoYu
Zhou Ruo Yu is the Gaohu Associate Principal of SCO.
In 1996, she enrolled into the affiliated Middle School
of the China Conservatory of Music and continued
her practice under the tutelage of Duan Yong Qjang.
In 2002, Zhou graduated as the top student and was awarded
a first class scholarship to enter China Conservatory of
Music Instrument Department, under the tutelage of
Zhang Zun Lian.
She has won many erhu competitions. In 2001, she was awarded 1st prize at the 4th Tianhua
Cup National Erhu Competition; a bronze award at the 3rd China Music Golden Bell Award
in National Erhu Competition in 2003; and 2nd prize at the Zhonglu Cup International Erhu
Competition in 2005.

WuKeFei
Wu Ke Fei graduated from Shanghai Conservatory of
Music in 2011 and is currently the Zhonghu Associate
Principal of SCO.
She developed a keen interest in music since young
and was admitted to the Affiliated school of Shanghai
Conservatory of Music (SCM) for her exceptional talent.
Enrolling into SCM in 2007 , she was mentored by one
of the most famous erhu/banhu musicians in China,
Associate Professor Huo Yonggang and was appointed the gaohu principal of SCM Chinese
Orchesle;a from 2008-2010.
Wu Ke Fei won scholarships three years in a row and was awarded the triple-A outstanding
student in her last year. In 2009, she won the Chinese Chamber Music Gold Prize presented
by China Musicians Association for her amazing performing and music arrangement skills in
Beijing International Youth Cultural Art Festival China:Japan Youth Performing Contest.
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Creative Team
Conductor I Creative Producer
Narrators

Orchestra
Director
Executive Director
Set, Lighting and Media Design
Media and Lighting Programming I
Assistant Lighting Design
Media Design

Production Team
Stage Manager
Sound Engineer
Assistant Stage Manager
Technicians (Sound & Lighting)
Production Assistants

TsungYeh
National Theatre of China Chen Minghao, Chen Qang, Fan Zhibo,
Han Tongsheng, Li Yunjie, Tao H ong, Wang Nan,
Wang Weiguo, Zhou Ling.
MCJ-Fever, Dong Chang,Jin Ge, Zhao Xiaosu
Singapore Chinese Orchestra
Tian Qinxin
Luo Lan
Tommy Wong
Low Wee Cheng
Genevieve Peck

.
Lee Chun Seng
Jackie Tay
Lee Kwang Kiat
Lau Hui San, Neo Nam Woon
Joo Siang Heng, Lee Leng Hwee
Ng Teng Huat Anthony,
Tan Hong You, Benson

Musician List
Music Director
Resident Conductor
Guest Conductor Chair
Conducting Assistants
Composer-in-Residence
Chorus Director-in-Residence

TsungYeh
Quek Ling Kiang
KuPao Wen
Moses Gay En Hui, Wong Kah Chun
LawWaiLun
NelsonKwei

Gaohu
Li Baa Shun (Concertmaster)
Zhou Ruo Yu (Gaoh.u Associate Principal)
LiYuLong
LiuZhi Yue
She Ling*
XuWenjing
Zhao Li

Erhu
Zhaojian Hua (Erhu I Principal)
Zhu Lin (Erh.u II Principal)
Ling Hock Siang (Erh.u Associate Principal)
AnnHongMui
ChenShuHua
Cheng Chung Hsien
Chew Keng How
Hsieh 1-Chieh
ShenQin

TanManMan
Wangjia Yao
Zhang Bin

Daruan / Zhongruan
JingPo

Harp/ Konglwu / Guzheng
Erhu/Banhu

MaXiaoLan

TaoKaiLi

Guzheng /Percussion
Zhonghu
Tian Xiao (Principal)
Wu Ke Fei (Associate Principal)
Chuanjoon Hee
GohCherYen
Neo Yong Soon Wilson
SimBoon Yew
WangYiJen

XuHui

QJ«li
Ym Zhi Yang (Dizi Principal)

Bangdi
Lim Sin Yeo
Bangdi / QJ«li

Cello
Xu Zhong (Principal)
Chen Ymg Guang Helen
JiHuiMing
Lee Khiok Hua
Poh YeeLuh
Tangjia

Phang Thean Siong

Xindi
Tan Chye Tiong

Xindi / QJ«li
ZengZhi

Gaoyin Sheng

Double Bass
Zhang Hao (Principal)
LeeKhiang
QuFeng
WangLuYao

Zhongyin Sheng

Yangqin

SeahKarWee
Zhong Zhi Yue

Qujian Qing (Principal)
MaHuan

Guo Chang Suo (Sheng Principal)
OngYiHorng

DiyinSheng
Lim Kiong Pin

Pipa
Yujia (Principal)
GohYewGuan
HouYu;. Hua
Tanjoon Chin
ZhangYm

Liuqin
Seetoh Poh Lam

Gaoyin Suona
Jin Shi Yi (Suona I Guon Principal)
Lee Heng Quee

Zhongyin / Diyin Suona
Liujiang
Mengjie'
OngJunHe+

Liuqin / Zhongruan

Cizhongyin Suona

ZhangLi

Boo Chin Kiah

Zhongruan

Guan

Zhang Rong Hui (Principal)
Cheng Tzu Ting
Foong Chui San
HanYmg
KohMinHui

Han Lei

Sanxian / Zhongruan
Huang Gui Fang

Daruan
KohKimWah

Percussion
Duan Fei (Associate Principal)
Tan Loke Chuah (Associate Principal)
Ngoh Kheng Seng
ShenGuoQin
TeoTengTat
Wu Xiang Yang
Xu Fan
Toh Kai Siang, Eugene+

\

'
' Not in Concert
+Guest Musicians
All musicians' names

(except principal &
associate principal)
are listed according

to alphabetical order.
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SCO Management Team
fiiJ fl; W

1Tl&tffl

General Manager

Lim Simin, Joanna ;f,t,~,JIDt
Executive (Education & Outreach)

/;{;,~~IJl[

1A1rJJJ.

Tai Kwok Kong, Dominic ~ 00 1t

Loh Seet Ee, Miranda ~ ~ -'f
Executive (Business Development)

Terence H o

Senior Manager

c~W~1tiJl)

~~r£1Jl[

1A1r Jn

Teo Bee Lan *~ ~
Senior Manager

Pang Qin Wei ~Jl!J;I:'I§
Executive (Human Resource)

~~~~IJl[

tA1rJJJ.

Chay Wai Ee,J acelyn iM]!J L
Manager (Finance & Accounts Management)

Pang Ze Shuen ~J Z:llJE
Executive"tl\1arketing Communications)

~~IJl[ (Jilt%-~ ~it)

1A1r JJJ. c1rffi1*<1ilD

c~%-1tifl)

cAn't£~)

Lob MeeJ oon }9'~-E

Shi T ian Chan _MB:;K~

Manager

Executive (Resource Services)

~IJl[

1A1rJJJ.

Koh Mui Leng i4=~Jt
Assistant Manager (Marketing Communications)

Tan Li Min, Michelle ~~dltlfiDt

MIJl[~~IJl[ c1rffi1-Mto

tA1rJJJ. c1rJ&)

Lee Chun Seng =$#Jj:fnX

TeoJie Kai, Gerald *~Wl

Stage Manager

Executive (Venue Management)

c't:f'¥4~%-)

Executive (Administration)

~15'11\i:t<

:J'A1rff\

Jackie Tay ~fffitffi

Teo Shu Rang *~#

Sound Engineer

Executive (Artistic Affairs)
tA1r JJJ. c1r *~*)

{fu(<i]If¥Yi1l
Lum Mun Ee

;f,tfiDt{)(

CF~"fiJl[)

Toi Liang Shing ~~~

Senior Executive (Education & Outreach)
~~1A1r Jn c~w ~1tiJlO

Executive (Marketing Communications)

Wong Siew Ling ~3§:Jt

Lee Kwang Kiat =$1{;~

Senior Executive (Finance &Accounts Management)

Assistant Stage Manager

~~1A1r Jn Olt%-~~1-t)

Jl}]IJl[~IS'll\i:t<

Cai Simin ~.~,~
Executive (Venue Marketing)

Librarian (Mu s ic Score)

1A1r JJJ. c~:tm1rffi)

*i~lfiJj[

Chow Shi H ao, Desmond Jl:l!i±~
Executive (Finance & Accounts Management)

1A1rJn

olt%-~~1-t)

tA1r JJJ. c1rffi1*<1i1D

Koh Li Hwang
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What is A Classic Realist Play? fpJJW~JJ1!:ii5~~iiJ?
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From Tradition to Modernity:
Understanding Chinese New Year Prints ~i!i~lli!Sl:'
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Speaker: Associate Professor Lee Cheuk Yin

4.30pm l'lf41!130?t
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Huayi- Chinese Festival of Arts 2013 is made possible with the generous support of

Festival Supporting Sponsors

Product of Viz Branz Limited
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HONG LEONG FOUNDATION
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Hong Leong Foundation
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Kwan lm Thong Hood Cho Temple

Official Newspaper

Lianhe Zaobao

Esplanade would like to thank our Partner and Sponsor for their generous support of the arts
Esplanade Partner
PREFERRED CARD

ISA
Visa Worldwide Pte Limited

Corporate Patron
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L.C.H. (S) Pte Ltd
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